Walking Directions to SAS SEED2S (Taking Stairs)

From the Allison Road/Science Buildings Bus Stop, follow these steps to reach our SAS SEED2S Student Support Service Office:

1. **Start:** Begin at the Allison Road Bus Stop and proceed straight along the path.
2. **First Left:** Take the first left onto the pathway.
3. **Continue Straight:** Keep walking straight ahead.
4. **Right Turn:** Follow the path, taking a right turn.
5. **Continue Straight:** Stay on the path ahead.
6. **Left Turn:** Make a left turn at the junction.
7. **Continue Straight on the Right Side:** Stay on the right-hand side of the path while continuing straight.
8. **Geological Sciences Entrance:** Enter the building through the Geological Sciences entrance.
9. **Inside the Building:** Ascend the stairs to the second floor.
10. **Left Turn:** Upon reaching the second floor, turn left.
11. **Double Doors:** Pass through the double doors.
12. **Right Turn:** After passing through the double doors, make a right turn.
13. **Arrival:** You've reached Wright-Rieman RM A202, the SEED2S Student Support Office.

For a visual guide, please refer to the accompanying infographic. We eagerly await your arrival and the chance to explore opportunities for your success!
ADA Directions to SAS SEED2S (Taking Elevator)

From the Allison Road/Science Buildings Bus Stop, follow these steps to reach our SAS SEED2S Student Support Service Office:

1. **Start**: Begin at the Allison Road Bus Stop and proceed straight along the path.
2. **First Left**: Take the first left onto the path.
3. **Continue Straight**: Keep going straight ahead.
4. **Right Turn**: Follow the path, making a right turn.
5. **Continue to Entrance**: Go straight until you reach the building's entrance.
6. **Enter Through the Entrance**: Access the building through the entrance.
7. **Inside the Building**: Turn left and continue straight down the hallway.
8. **Double Doors**: Go through the double doors.
9. **Turn Right**: After passing the double doors, turn right.
10. **Down the Hallway**: Proceed down the hallway.
11. **Take the Elevator to the Second Floor**: Locate and use the elevator to reach the second floor.
12. **Second Floor**: Upon reaching the second floor, turn left.
13. **Arrival at SEED2S Office**: You've reached the SEED2S Office.

For a visual guide, please refer to the accompanying infographic. We eagerly await your arrival and the chance to explore opportunities for your success!